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1. Introduction

This contribution discusses how 3GPP should produce a cohesive standard in cooperation with
ITU-T.

2. A result of the recent ITU-T SG11 meetings
ITU-T SG11 held a joint expert meeting with ITU-R TG8/1 in Beijing on 10th, June,

1999 and a rapporteur’s meeting in Cheju during 14th – 25th, June, 1999.
Through this meeting, it was agreed that ITU would take the “recommendation by

reference” approach based on the 3GPPs and SDOs specifications for the IMT-2000
radio interface recommendations. (See the JEM meeting report attached.)

ITU-T SG11 is now expecting 3GPPs and SDOs to submit contributions on radio
technology independent portions of Layers 2 and 3 with technical substance (even if in
a preliminary stage) to SG11 also before 1 September 1999.

3. How to deal with the expectation from ITU-T SG11
The most appropriate group to discuss this issue and create such contributions is

TSG-CN WG1.
The issues to be discussed in TSG-S plenary are:

(1) Should 3GPP submit the information on its draft specification? Or should each SDO
submit the information on 3GPP draft specification?

(2) When 3GPP submit such information, should 3GPP be a source of the contribution?
Or should any member companies be the source on behalf of 3GPP according to the
current rule of 3GPP?

4. Further areas to be taken “recommendations by reference”
ITU-R TG8/1 asked ITU-T to take the “recommendation by reference” approach for

the entire IMT-2000 standardization area in ITU-T (See the liaison from TG8/1 to
SG11).

ITU-T SG11 is a leading SG on IMT-2000 standardization in ITU-T. ITU-T SG11 has
just started how ITU-T can take such approach for entire IMT-2000 recommendation.
Although this is unofficial information, SG11 chairman is expecting to discuss this
issue at the next GSC meeting which will be held in US at the end of August.

3GPP should prepare for its position by such opportunity to discuss with SG11 how a
cohesive set of IMT-2000 standard among ITU, 3GPP and SDO.

Issues to be discussed in TSG-S are:
(1) Does 3GPP support to take “recommendations by reference” for entire IMT-2000

recommendations in ITU-T?
(2) How 3GPP should deliver its position to ITU-T?

5. Conclusion
This contribution raised some issues related to “recommendations by reference”
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approach in ITU-T.  It is expected that these issues can be solved in TSG-S plenary and
approved by PCG.




















